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 AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 
2013
Signed books that are or will be available from Murder by the Book. Quantities may be limited so order
your copy soon!
Box, C.J – The Highway – 1st Edition – $25.99
Evanovich, Janet and Goldberg, Lee – The Heist – 1st Edition – $28.00
Johnson, Craig – A Serpent’s Tooth – 1st Edition – $26.95
Atherton, Nancy- Aunt Dimity and the Lost Prince – 1st Edition – $25.95
Coming soon will be signed copies of the new books by Louise Penny - How the Light Gets In –
$25.99 (late August), Julia Spencer-Fleming- Through the Evil Days – $25.99(November) and
Craig Johnson – Spirit of Steamboat- $20.00 (October)

Read It – Liked It
Barbara Cleverly’s latest Joe Sandilands book, The Spider in the Cup is terrific, in it Joe is
tasked with protecting a US senator. It is a cozy mystery, but with plenty of action and
intrigue. Also, for those who like conspiracy and intrigue, with a side of art theft thrown in, I
can recommend Multiple Exposure the first book in a new series by Ellen Crosby. If you like
your thrillers really light, with a bit of romance, Janet Evanovich’s new book The Heist is just
the right thing. The characters and situations are not as wacky as in the Plum series but the
characters are fun and the pace is fast and exciting.
On the darker side, by which I mean a lot darker, there is Arnuldar Indridason’s new book Black
Skies. This book focuses on Det. Sigurdur Oli, Det. Erlander’s collegue, and the character
development is extensive. It was interesting to see Indridason take a character who is actually
not very likeable and make him sympathetic. The plot is multi-layered & extremely well put
together… it is an excellent read.
I also loved the second book in Julia Keller’s series, Bitter River. Featuring local prosecuting
attorney Belle Elkins, it is set in rural West Virginia and has well-drawn characters and a
terrific sense of place. It’s terrific suspenseful mystery.
I just finished William Kent Krueger’s latest, Tamarack County. I am a huge fan of this series
and this book only confirmed my feelings. The plot is complex and suspenseful, the mystery is
satisfying and there is always a secondary plot centered on Cork O’Connor’s family that makes
them seem like a real family. I read it from start to finish without putting it down. Although
this is the 13th book in this series, readers who have not read the earlier books can easily follow
the characters and the story.
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More…
I also have started re-reading Steven Havill’s Posadas County mysteries. Bill Gastner, who was
the main character in the first 9 books, is a low-key, 62 yr. old insomniac undersheriff in a
fictitious rural county on the Mexican border in New Mexico. Plus he eats way more Mexican
food than is good for him. In the later books, Bill’s friend and successor Estelle Reyes-Guzman
takes the lead. Estelle is a tough & smart cop, but is a completely different person in her home
life, which involves a chaotic and loving family. The characters are engaging and their lives are
vividly drawn. The setting is so completely & convincingly described that after I read the first
few books I was trying to locate the place on a map. I can highly recommend this series for
anyone who appreciates books set in the rural west.
As I have said before, not every book will appeal to everyone, so if you want more information
about a title, please feel free to ask!

Sad News – we have lost three much loved mystery authors in the past two months. Barbara Mertz, also
known as Barbara Michaels and Elizabeth Peters, passed away at 85 on August 8, 2013. She wrote more
than 60 books including the Amelia Peabody, Vicki Bliss and Jacqueline Kirby series of mysteries.
Leighton Gage passed away on July 27, 2013. He was the author of Chief Inspector Mario Silva
mysteries which are set in Brazil. His last book The Ways of Evil Men will be published in January,
2014. Memorial gifts may be made to the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network
Also, Dianne Day, the award winning author of the Fremont Jones San Francisco mysteries died July 11,
2013 in California at the age of 75. Sympathy goes to their family, friends and fans.

ARRIVALS
AUGUST HARDCOVERS - MANY ARE AVAILABLE NOW
Armstrong, Kelley
Omens
$26.95
(Dutton)
Olivia Jones learns that her real parents are serial killers and she sets out to find the truth about their old crimes.
Barclay, Linwood
A Tap on the Window
$25.95
(NAL)
PI Cal Weaver's grief over his son's death causes him make a huge mistake - he picks up a hitchhiker and is soon in over his head.
Bertsch, David Riley
Death Canyon
$26.00
(Scribner) DEBUT THRILLER
Attorney/fishing-guide Jake Trent's life is upended when he finds himself at the center of grisly killings in Jackson Hole.
Black, Benjamin
Holy Orders
$26.00
(Henry Holt)
When the body of his daughter's friend is found Quirke is plunged into a world of corruption that takes him to the darkest corners of
the Irish state.
Blake, Robin
Dark Waters
$25.95 (St. Martin)
1741: Despite pressure from the mayor and the council Titus Cragg is determined to find the killer of an old drunk and a farmer.
Bowen, Rhys
Heir and Graces
$24.95
(Berkley)
Georgiana is grooming the newly discovered heir to the Duke for high society until the Duke is killed and the heir is the suspect.
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Burke, Zoe
Jump the Gun***
$22.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
Movie lover Annabelle Starkey meets Mickey Paxton and finds herself in Vegas and on the run, just like in her favorite movie.
Cain, Chelsea
Let Me Go
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Det Archie Sheridan realizes that Gretchen Lowell is back when a woman is murdered at masked Halloween Party.
Cleverly, Barbara
A Spider in the Cup
$26.95
(Soho)
1933: a body is unearthed on the banks of the Thames & Sandilands finds connections to his assignment to protect a US senator.
Corleone, Douglas
Good As Gone
$24.99
(St. Martin)
A former US Marshal, haunted by his own daughter's disappearance, investigates a child abduction in Paris.
Crider, Bill
Compound Murder
$24.99
(St. Martin)
Texas Sheriff Dan Rhodes is on the hunt for whoever killed an English professor at the local community college.
Crosby, Ellen
Multiple Exposure
$25.00
(Scribner)
NEW SERIES
A savvy female photographer husband's abduction embroils her in the world of international espionage and lost Romanov art.
Dahl, Arne
Bad Blood
$25.95
(Pantheon)
A Swedish literary critic's body is found in Newark airport, Det. Hjelm & Holm chase a killer who has come to Stockholm.
Dean, Anna
A Place of Confinement
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Miss Dido Kent is sent on a journey to a rural manor with her hypochondriac Aunt where they find that a rich heiress has disappeared.
Delany, Vicki
Cold White Sun***
$22.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
Sgt. John Winters & Constable Molly Smith search for the sniper killer of a high school English teacher.
Douglas, Carole Nelson
Cat in An Alien X-Ray
$24.99
(Forge)
Midnight Louie must save his friends from the attack of aliens and from common criminals that prey on the innocent.
Dunnett, Kaitlyn
Vampires, Bones and Treacle Scones
$24.00
(Kensington)
Liss MacCrimmon plans a fundraising haunted house but then she finds that the fake skeleton she rented has been replaced…
Ellis, David
Blink of an Eye
$26.95
(Putnam)
Jason Kolarich defends a serial murder suspect who disappears during the investigation leaving Kolarich a suspect in other crimes.
Ewan, Chris
The Good Thief's Guide to Berlin
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Charlie Howard is back is tasked by Her Majesty’s Government with recovering a stolen item - but they won't tell him what it is.
Fairstein, Linda
Death Angel
$26.95
(Dutton)
DA Alex Cooper and Det Mike Chapman race to track down a serial killer in Central Park before he strikes again.
Fitzgerald, Conor
The Memory Key
$26.00
(Bloomsbury)
Commissario Alec Blume is called by an old friend to shadow an investigation into the attempted murder of a former fascist terrorist.
Forsyth, Frederick
The Kill List
$27.95
(Putnam)
A top operative's mission is to hunt down an assassin known as the Preacher.
Fossum, Karin
Eva's Eye
$25.00
(Houghton Mifflin)
1st novel in the Sejer series.
Sijer & Skarre wonder if two unsolved murder lead to the woman who found one of the bodies in the river.
Handler, David
Runaway Man
$24.99
(St. Martin)
PI Benji Golden is hires to find college student Bruce Weiner who disappeared just before he was give a considerable inheritance
Harper, Karen
The Baby Farm
$28.95
(Severn House)
Appalachian midwife Emma Watson hunts for the truth when her sister becomes the target of someone kidnapping pregnant women.
Hooper, Kay
Hostage
$26.95
(Berkley)
Luther Brinkman & Agent Callie Davis hunt a felon in the Appalachians & find that their quarry is far more than a bank robber.
Hurwitz, Gregg Andrew
Tell No Lies
$25.99
(St. Martin)
A series of anonymous threats intended for others puts Daniel Brasher and his family in the path of a relentless killer.
Ifkovic, Ed
Downtown Strut***
$24.95
(Poisoned Pen Press)
1927;Edna Ferber finds the body of a young writer that she has been mentoring in Harlem, and sets out to find a killer.
Kellerman, Faye
The Beast
$26.99
(Morrow)
Decker & Lazarus become immersed in the puzzle of dead man found in his apartment, apparently mauled by a tiger.
Kellerman, Faye
The Beast
$26.99
(Morrow)
Decker and Lazarus take the case of a man found dead, apparently mauled by his own pet tiger…
Krueger, William Kent
Tamarack County
$24.99
(Atria)
As a blizzard moves in at Christmas, the car belonging to the wife of a retired local judge is discovered abandoned and Cork
investigates.
Lutz, Lisa
The Last Word
$25.00
(Simon & Schuster)
PI Izzy Spellman takes over Spellman Investigations and is on the verge of losing everything after she is accused of embezzlement.
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Martin, Nancy
Little Black Book of Murder
$23.95
(NAL)
Nora Blackbird's boss puts her on the celebrity gossip beat -but the fashion designer she's covering is murdered before the interview.
Menino, Holly
Murder, She Rode
$24.99 (St. Martin) DEBUT NOVEL
Former champion rider Tink Elledge investigates when seeming accidents begin to mount up around a prestigious riding event.
O'Connell, Carol
It Happens in the Dark
$26.95
(Putnam)
Mallory investigates when a woman is found dead in the front row of a play, then the next night the playwright dies as well.
Patterson, James
Mistress
$27.99
(Little, Brown)
Ben is driven to find the killer of a woman with whom he was obsessed in this stand-alone thriller.
Pattison, Eliot
Original Death
$26.00
(Counterpoint)
Duncan McCallum settles into life in colonial America until he finds a village of Christian Indians murdered.
Penny, Louise
How the Light Gets In
$25.99
(St. Martin) SIGNED
Ins. Gamache returns to Three Pines when Myrna tells him that a friend has failed to arrive in the village in time for Christmas.
Pessi, Marisha
Night Film
$28.00
(Random House)
Ashely Cordova's death is ruled a suicide, but Manhattah reporter Scott McGrath thinks otherwise & investigates the girl's odd father.
Reichs, Kathy
Bones of the Lost
$26.99
(Scribner)
Tempe Brennan's examination of a girl killed in a hit-and -run in North Carolina triggers an investigation into human trafficking.
Ritter, Todd
Devil's Night
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Perry Hollow Police Chief Kat Campbell hunts a killer after the museum curator is bludgeoned to death in the burning museum.
Russell, Sheldon
The Hanging of Samuel Ash
$25.99
(St. Martin)
1940's: Railroad yard dog Hook Runyon finds a body hung from a remote train signal post & sets out to find the truth.
Shepard, Lynn
A Fatal Likeness
$26.00
(Delacorte)
Charles Maddox must unravel mystery in order to negotiate the release of some papers owned by the mysterious Shelley family.
Smith, Brad
Shoot the Dog
$22.00
(Scribner)
The newest Virgil Caine story opens with the discovery of the body of a movie star near the Hudson River.
Tonkin, Peter
Black Pearl
$28.95
(Severn House)
Richard Mariner leads a team into a jungle in Africa where a fortune in conflict minerals lie on the bed of a lost lake.
Von Schirach, Ferdinand
The Collini Case
$25.95
(Viking)
Defense atty. Caspar Leinen tries to find his client's motive for the murder of a prominent Berlin industrialist.
White, Stephen
Compound Fractures
$27.95
(Dutton)
As his wife clings to life, Alan faces betrayal and danger from those closest to him.
Wodehouse, P.G.
French Leave
$19.95
(Overlook)
Reissue
Wodehouse, P.G.
The White Feather
$19.95
(Overlook)
Reissue
SEPTEMBER HARDCOVERS - MANY HAVE ARRIVED
Adams, Jane
Secrets
$27.95
(Severn House)
Ex-DI Alec Friedman searches for the truth when a man breaks into a the home of a friend who lived quite the eventful life.
Albert, Susan Wittig
The Darling Dahlias and the Texas Star
$25.95
(Berkley)
A world famous aviatrix comes to Darling, bringing a whole lot of trouble that the Dahlia's have to deal with.
Bailey, Frankie Y
The Red Queen Dies
$24.99 (St. Martin) NEW SERIES
2019: Det. Hannah McCabe investigates 3 murders-& finds that witnesses have taken a drug to erase traumatic memories.
Bass, Jefferson
Cut To the Bone
$26.99
(Morrow)
1992: Dr. Bill Brockton interrupts creation of the Body Farm to chase a killer who is recreating murders from Brockton's past cases.
Beaton, M. C.
Something Borrowed, Someone Dead
$24.99
(St. Martin)
A well-liked widow with a propensity for "borrowing" other people's things is found dead and Agatha Raisin is on the case.
Benn, James R.
A Blind Goddess
$26.95
(Soho)
WWII:Lt. Billy Boyle seeks to prove a man innocent while trying to find the real killer of an accountant in a small English village.
Berenson, Laurien
Gone With the Woof
$24.00
(Kensington)
Melanie is helping a crotchety old dog breeder when the man's son is killed, and the old man is the main suspect.
Brandman, Michael
Robert B. Parker's Damned If You Do
$26.95
(Putnam)
Jesse Stone searches for the truth about a woman who died unidentified in a seedy beachfront motel.
Brown, Sandra
Deadline
$28.00
(Grand Central)
Journalist Dawson Scott is on the trail of two domestic terrorists who have eluded capture for decades.
Castle, Richard
Deadly Heat
$26.99
(Hyperion)
Nikki Heat & Jameson Rook race to stop a deadly threat from Heat's past as well as a serial killer in the present.
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Child, Lee
Never Go Back
$28.00
(Delacorte)
Jack Reacher finds himself redrafted into the Army and facing a case that digs into his past and could change his life.
Coel, Margaret
Killing Custer
$26.95
(Berkley)
When a Custer impersonator is killed Vicky Holden & Father John must prove that an Arapahoe man is not the killer.
Coulter, Catherine
The Final Cut
$26.95
(Putnam)
Scotland Yard chief Nicholas Drummond & FBI agents Sherlock & Savich track the stolen Koh-I-Noor diamond.
Crane, Cheryl
The Dead and the Beautiful
$25.00
(Kensington)
Nikki tries to clear the name of a neighborhood dog watcher who was the last person to see a movie star's husband alive.
Davidson, Diane Mott
The Whole Enchilada
$26.99
(Morrow)
When one of Goldy's friends is poisoned at a party Goldie catered & Goldie is attacked, Goldie must find a killer.
DeMille, Nelson
The Quest
$22.00
(Center Street)
An adventure ffeaturing four desperate people on an unholy search for the Holy Grail.
Faye, Lyndsay
Seven For a Secret
$26.95
(Putnam)
Timothy Wilde helps a young woman whose siblings have been kidnapped to be sold into slavery.
Francis, Felix
Refusal
$26.95
(Putnam)
Retired PI Sid Halley is drawn back into the job when the chairman of the racing authority begs him to investigate race-fixing.
George, Elizabeth
Just One Evil Act
$29.95
(Dutton)
Barbara Havers goes to the aid of her friend Taymullah when it daughter is taken by her mother & then disappears.
Grafton, Sue
W is for …
$28.95
(Putnam)
Kinsey investigates the death of an unidentified homeless man, found with her name on a card in his pocket.
Haddam, Jane
Hearts of Sand
$25.99
(St. Martin)
A wealthy young woman who disappeared 30 yrs. Before turns up dead in her old family home & Demarkian must find the truth.
Helton, Peter
An Inch of Time
$32.95
(Severn House)
Chris Honeycutt is hired to go to Corfu to track down the missing employee of a large supermarket chain
Indridason, Arnaldur
Black Skies
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Sigurdur Oli has his hands full when a favor to a friend goes wrong and a woman dies right in front of him.
Izner, Claude
Strangle in Paris
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Victor Legris investigates the murder of a humble seamstress who was found dead with a velvet mask on in Paris.
Jance, J. A.
Second Watch
$26.99
(Morrow)
After surgery JP. Beaumont has dreams that take him back to his days in Vietnam - and cause complications in the present.
Jance, J. A.
Second Watch
$26.99
(Morrow)
Beaumont's anethesia induced dreams remind him of the past..l. and of dead bodies that just won't stay buried.
Johnson, D.E
Detroit Shuffle
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Will Anderson & Elizabeth Hume get caught up on the political turmoil over women's suffrage after an attempt on Elizabeth's life.
Keller, Julia
Bitter River
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Prosecutor Belle Elkins investigates the murder of a pregnant teen in her small West Virginia town.
King, Laurie
The Bones of Paris
$26.00
(Bantam)
1929: PI Harris Stuyvesant goes to Paris to find a missing American girl, maybe one of many, with links to a series of murders.
Lancet, Barry
Japantown
$25.00
(Simon & Schuster)
An American antique dealer turned PI uses his knowledge of Japanese culture to solve a murder in San Francisco.
Lansdale, Joe R.
The Thicket
$26.00
(mulholland)
At the start of the Texas oil boom Jack Parker & pal Shorty set out to rescue Jack's sister from the corrupt men who run the territory.
Limon, Martin
Nightmare Range
$25.95
(Soho)
The Collected Sueno and Bascom short Stories
Lindsay, Jeff
Dexter's Final Cut
$25.95
(Doubleday)
TV's hottest star, Robert Chase, becomes fixated on Dexter, shadowing his every move…a big problem for Dexter.
Miley, Mary
The Impersonater
$24.99
(St. Martin) FIRST MYSTERY
1924: An actress, Jessie Carr, impersonates a missing heiress - but is in danger from the person who knows the truth.
Moody, Susan
Final Reckoning
$28.95
(Severn House)
Chantal Frazer visits the stately Cotswold home, now luxury hotel, where her sister was murdered two decades before.
Norton, Carla
The Edge of Normal
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Former kidnapping victim Reeve LeClaire is asked to help when another teenager is threatened with the same situation.
Patterson, James
Gone
$28.00
(Little, Brown)
Michael Bennett goes into hiding when a crime lord gets out of prison and threatens revenge.
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Perry, Anne
Blind Justice
$26.00
(Ballantine)
Superintendent William Monk must right the wrong when his friend, Judge Oliver Rathbone tampers with evidence in a criminal case.
Pynchon, Thomas
Bleeding Edge
$27.95
(Penguin)
NYC, 2001: Fraud investigator Maxine Tarnow gets in over her head when she looks into a computer-security firm & its CEO
Quinn, Spencer
The Sound and the Furry
$25.00
(Atria)
Chet & Bernie head to Louisiana to help a criminal find his brother, a reclusive inventor who is missing along with his houseboat.
Robb, J.D.
Thankless in Death
$27.95
(Putnam)
Lt. Eve Dallas tracks a man who killed his parents and now wants to make his mark on the world by killing more people.
Rosen, Leonard
The Tenth Witness
$28.00
(The Permanent Press)
Love of a troubled woman, and a death threat, draw Henri Poincare into an investigation that only Interpol can help with.
Rowland, Laura Joh
The Shogun's Daughter
$25.99
(St. Martin)
Japan, 1704:Sano Ichiro must find the killer of the Shogun's daughter and only heir before a pretender can inherit.
Spencer, Sally
Blackstone and the Endgame
$27.95
(Severn House)
1916: Ins. Sam Blackstone finds himself on the run when a money for information exchange goes horribly wrong.
Todd, Charles
A Question of Honor
$25.99
(Morrow)
Nurse Bess Crawford investigates a murder that occurred during her childhood in India.
White, Randy Wayne
Deceived
$26.95
(Putnam)
Hannah Smith has two problems - an unsolved 20-yr-old murder and a scam artist targeting Hannah's friends and neighbors.
***These Poisoned Pen Press titles are also available in trade paperback
AUGUST TRADE PAPERBACKS - MANY HAVE ARRIVED
Abbott, Megan
Dare Me
$14.99
(Reagan Arthur)
Addy Hanlon searches for answers when a tragedy leads a police investigation to focus on Addy and her cheerleading squad.
Benn, James R.
Death's Door
$14.95
(Soho)
Billy's girlfriend Diana, a spy, goes missing in the Vatican and Billy gets assigned to a case there so he can find her.
Carnoy, David
Knife Music
$15.95
(Overlook)
A doctor struggles to clear his name after he is accused of assaulting a woman whose life he saved, causing her suicide.
De Jonge, Peter
Buried on Avenue B
$14.99
(Harper)
The skeleton of a ten-year-old boy, neatly dressed & buried ceremoniously is unearthed & O'Hara must find the murderer of a child.
Deering, Julianna
Rules of Murder
$13.99
(Bethany House)
Can Drew Farthering and a clever debutante guest catch a killer at Drew’s country estate before he claims another victim?
DeMille, Nelson
The Panther
$14.99
(Grand Central)
John Corey and his wife are in Yemen tracking down the mastermids behind the USS Cole bombing, a terrorist known as the Panther..
Finch, Charles
A Death in the Small Hours
$14.99
(St Martin)
Charles Lennox arrives at his Uncle's estate to find a series of petty crimes that escalate into something very serious.
Hiaasen, Carl
Basket Case
$14.95
(Vintage)
Jounalist Jack Tagger, now writing obituaries, hopes to revive his career by finding the killer of a rock star.
James, Darrell
Purgatory Key
$14.99
(midnight ink)
Del Shannon handles the ransom drop for two teenagers, but the drop goes wrong and Del must find them quickly.
King, Laurie
Garment of Shadows
$16.00
(Bantam)
Russell and Holmes return to Morocco-desparate to broker peace to save countless lives.
Koryta, Michael
The Prophet
$14.99
(Back Bay)
Two estranged brothers are thrown back together to stop a killer when a girl is murdered and the clues point to them.
Landay, William
Defending Jacob
$15.00
(Bantam)
Massachusetts ADA Andy Barber fights in his son's defense when his son is accused of murder.
Lyons, David
Blood Game
$15.00
(Atria)
Federal judge Jock Boucher must stop the violent rampage in northern Mexico that is blocking the development of an energy field.
MacDonald, John D.
The Scarlet Ruse
$16.00 (Random House)
Reissue with an introduction by Lee Child
MacDonald, John D.
The Turquoise Lament
$16.00
(Random House)
Reissue with an introduction by Lee Child
Montalban, Manuel Vazquez Tattoo
$14.95
(Melville Crime)
Barcelona's Pepe Carvalho is outraged when he feels that police are bungling a case that he was hired to investigate.
Morley, Christopher
The Haunted Bookshop
$12.00
(Melville Crime)
Reissue -Strange things are happening in this remarkable Brooklyn bookshop in the shadow of the First World War.
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O'Brien, Charles
Death of a Robber Baron
$15.00
(Kensington)
1890s: PI Pamela Thompson is hired to investigate mismanagement at her palatial cottage in the Berkshires - but finds murder…
Rendell, Ruth
The St. Zita Society
$16.00
(Scribner)
A comedy & social satire with a few murders mixed in a single posh block of a London street.
Rinaldi, Patrizia
Three, Imperfect Number
$15.00
(Europa Editions)
Commissario Martusciello is up to his neck in murders - and fears that a dangerous psychopath is loose in Naples
Rowland, Laura Joh
The Incense Game
$14.99
(St. Martin)
Japan, 1703: Sano Ichiro discovers the bodies of sisters & their father threatens to topple the regime if the killer is not found.
Sefton, Maggie
Poisoned Politics
$14.99
(Midnight ink)
Molly & friend Samantha do not believe that Samantha's latest fling committed suicide and search for the truth.
Shames, Terry A Killing at Cotton Hill
$15.95
(Seventh Street Books.) DEBUT NOVEL
Samuel Croddock investigates a killing and finds that a lot of people had it in for Dora Lee in this novel of central Texas.
Soos, Troy
Hanging Curve
$14.00
(Kensington)
Mickey Rawlings is traded to St. Louis where he butts heads with the local Ku Klux Klan.
Winter, Ariel
The Twenty-Year Death
$14.95
(Hard Case Crime)
Three complete novels that, taken together, tell an epic story about an author whose life is shattered by violence.
SEPTEMBER TRADE PAPERBACKS - MANY HAVE ARRIVED
Atkinson, Kate
Life After Life
$17.00
(Back Bay)
Ursula Todd is constantly dying and being reborn, apparently living life over and over again until she gets it right.
Baldacci, David
The Hit
$15.00
(Grand Central)
An assassin who is every bit as lethal as Will Robie has gone rogue and Will is the only on who can stop her.
Boneham, Sheila W.
The Money Bird
$14.99
(midnight ink)
Janet MacPhail's life gets complicated when her boyfriend's Labrador finds a bloodstained bag at Twisted Lake.
Busby, Sian
A Commonplace Killing
$16.00
(Atria)
In post-WWII London, the double life of a seemingly proper woman found strangled to death is unraveled during the investigation.
Cabot, Meg
The Bride Wore Size 12
$14.99
(Morrow)
Heather Well's wedding cake is missing…along with the wedding planner she hired for her wedding to PI Cooper Cartwright.
Camilleri, Andrea
Treasure Hunt
$15.00
(Penguin)
Ins. Montalbano is challenged to a "treasure hunt" by an unknown person, but the clues take a deadly turn.
Carnoy, David
Big Exit
$15.95
(Overlook)
Richie Forman works at a law firm dedicated to freeing innocent men from prison. but when a friend is murdered Richie becomes the
prime suspect.
Cleave, Paul
Joe Victim
$16.00
(Atria)
The dreaded Christchurch Carver is the target of a killer.
Collins, Michael
Act of Fear
$13.95
(Overlook)
Ex-crook, now PI Dan Fortune searches for a witness when a cop is mugged & the only possible witness disappears the next morning.
Dijan, Philippe
Consequences
$16.00
(Simon & Schuster)
Events spin out of control after a college professor wakes up beside the dead body of one of his students in this literary thriller.
Fforde, Jasper
The Woman Who Died A lot
$16.00
(Penguin)
Thursday Next is now chief librarian where she faces 100% budget cut & the ever evil Jack Schitt.
Folger, Joni
Grapes of Wrath
$14.99
(midnight ink)
Elise Beckett's uncle demands ownership of the family vineyard, but he turns up dead near the river & Elise looks for his killer.
Grant, Ellie
Plum Deadly
$15.00
(Gallery Books)
Maggie Grady goes to work at her Aunt Clara's pie shop, where she finds the body of her ex-boss on the doorstep.
Hermanson, Marie
The Devil's Sanctuary
$15.00
(Grand Central)
Daniel switches places with his brother who was in a mental hospital - but learns that his brother is not coming back…
Huber, Anna Lee
Mortal Arts
$16.00
(Berkley)
1830: Lady Kiera Darby goes to Edinburgh where she must prove the innocence of a family friend and save the marriage of another.
Locke, Attica
The Cutting Season
$15.99
(Harper)
Caren Gray, manager of a plantation near New Orleans searches for the truth when a woman is found dead on the grounds
Lovegrove, James
Sherlock Holmes - The Stuff of Nightmares
$14.95
(Titan Books)
Sherlock Holmes believes that Prof. Moriarty is orchestrating a series of bombings that have left London in panic.
Markland, Liza
Lifetime
$15.00
(Atria)
When a man is murdered & his son abducted, Annika Bengtzon does not believe his wife is the killer.
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Mayor, Archer
Paradise City
$14.99
(St. Martin)
Joe Gunther get involved in a deadly series of burglaries - and learn that someone is purchasing the goods in Boston.
McRae, K.C.
Shotgun Moon
$14.99
(midnight ink)
Montana rancher Merry McCoy sets out to prove that her cousin did not kill her cheating boyfriend.
Milton, Nina
In the Moors
$14.99
(midnight ink)
When a crime takes place on the moors near Sabbie Dare's home the police suspect one of her client's is responsible.
Muir, Frank
Hand for a Hand
$14.95
(Soho)
St. Andrews, Scotland. DCI Andy Gilcrest finds that a killer is directly targeting him & he must solve the crime to save his family.
Neville, Stuart
Ratline
s
$15.95
(Soho)
Ireland, 1963: Lt. Albert Ryan investigates when the murder of a German national is linked to a network of former Nazis.
O'Donohue, Clare
The Double Wedding Ring
$15.00
(Plume)
Nell's relationship with police Chief Jesse Dewalt is heating up when Jesse's former partner turns up dead.
Rutherford, Anne
The Scottish Play Murder
$15.00
(Berkley)
Suzanne Thornton's theatre company is right in the middle when murders occur with their leading man connected to both.
Scott, A.D.
North Sea Requiem
$16.00
(Atria)
Reporter Joanne Ross of the Highland Gazette helps a jazz singer whose husband disappeared in a plane crash in the Highlands.
Sharp, Deborah
Mama Gets Trashed
$14.99
(midnight ink)
Mace finds the body of the prudish local librarian-clad in a leather get-up, so she hunts for her killer in the scandalized town.
Simmons, Dan
Darwin's Blade
$16.00
(mulholland)
Darwin Minor, reluctant accident expert, investigates a series of auto accidents that appear to have been staged.
Stroby, Wallace
Kings of Midnight
$14.99
(St. Martin)
Career criminal Crissa Stone needs one more big score to get out of the life entirely but things keep going wrong.
AUGUST PAPERBACKS
ABBOTT, ALLYSON K. – MURDER ON THE ROCKS
7.99
PBO (KENSINGTON) NEW SERIES
Milwaukee bar owner Mackenzie Dalton has a nose for trouble and this time it has led her to a body in the alley behind the bar.
BURKE, JAMES LEE – CREOLE BELLE 9.99
1PB (POCKET)
BERESON, LAURIEN – HOT DOG
7.99
R (KENSINGTON)
BROWN, RITA MAE – SNEAKY PIE FOR PRESIDENT
7.99
1PB (BALLANTINE)
BROWN, SANDRA – LOW PRESSURE
8.00
1PB (HACHETTE)
BUDEWITZ, LESLIE – DEATH AL DENTE
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY) NEW SERIES
Erin Murphy turns her family’s general store into a boutique fresh food market – but then a former employee turns up dead.
CASEY, ELIZABETH LYNN – REMNANTS OF MURDER
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY)
Dixie Dunn & Tori Sinclair investigate the murder of a resident of Sweet Briar – but lots of people seem to have a good motive…
CHASE, ERIKA – COVER STORY
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY)
The members o the Ashton corners Mystery Readers Society hunt a killer when one of their own is wrongfully accused of the crime.
COLLINS, KATE – SEED NO EVIL
7.99
PBO
(OBSIDIAN)
Everything is going wrong with Abby’s wedding plans- especially when he mother becomes the main suspect in a murder.
COLLINS, MAX ALLEN & SPILLANE, MICKEY – MIKE HAMMER-LADY GO DIE
7.99
1PB (TITAN)
Hammer & Velda go on a beach vacation – but murder follows them when a dead woman is found atop a horse statue in the park.
COYLE, CLEO – A BREW TO A KILL
7.99
1PB
(BERKLEY)
CRANE, CHERYL – IMITATION OF DEATH
7.99
1PB (KENSINGTON)
DOSS, JAMES D. – THE OLD GRAY WOLF
7.99 1PB
(ST. MARTIN)
EASTMAN, DAWN – PALL IN THE FAMILY
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY) NEW SERIES
Clyde is a cop on leave from Ann Arbor who comes home to her small town – only to find herself using her psychic gift to find a killer.
FLUKE, JOANNE – WINTER CHILL
7.99
R (KENSINGTON)
A reissue of one of the author’s early suspense novels this one about a woman whose daughter is killed in a suspicious snowmobile accident.
FLYNN, VINCE – THE LAST MAN
9.99
1PB (POCKET)
GERRISTON, TESS – LAST TO DIE
9.99
1PB (BALLANTINE) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
HAMILTON, DONALD – MATT HELM – MURDERER’S ROW
7.99
1PB (TITAN)
A reissue of one of Hamilton’s classic Matt Helm novels: featuring the dashing government counter-agent who appeared in over 25 novels beginning
in 1960 and who was played in the movies by Dean Martin.
HURWITZ, GREGG – LEAD
9.99 1PB
(ST. MARTIN) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
LEE, AMANDA – CROSS STITCH BEFORE DYING
7.99
PBO
(OBSIDIAN)
A movie star is found murdered on the movie location in town and Marcy’s mom, who is the costume designer, is the main suspect.
MACINNES, HELEN – MESSAGE FROM MALAGA
9.95
R (TITAN) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
MARTIN, NANCY – NO WAY TO KILL A LADY
7.99
1PB
(OBSIDIAN)
MCKINLAY, JENN – CLOCHE AND DAGGER
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY) NEW SERIES
Scarlett Parker escapes to London to work in her cousin’s hatshop – but arrives to find her cousin missing & a dead woman in the shop.
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MEIER, LESLIE – WEDDING DAY MURDER
6.99
R (KENSINGTON)
PRESTON & CHILD – TWO GRAVES
10.00
1PB (HACHETTE)
REICHS, KATHY – BONES ARE FOREVER
7.99
1PB (POCKET)
ROBB, J.D. – CALCULATED IN DEATH
7.99
1PB
(BERKLEY)
ROSEN, DELIA – FROM HERRING TO ETERNITY 7.99
PBO (KENSINGTON)
Gwen Katz searches for a killer when a street musician dies of poisoning after eating at a local deli.
SHELTON, PAIGE – IF BREAD COULD RISE TO THE OCCASION
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY)
Isabelle Winston runs a cooking school in Broken Rope – but the town has many secrets - such as today’s murderer.
WENGER, CHRISTINE – DO OR DINER
7.99
PBO
(OBSIDIAN) NEW SERIES
Trixie Matkowski takes over her Aunt’s Lake Ontario diner and is stunned when the health inspector dies after eating there.
WHITE, RANDY WAYNE – GONE
9.99
1PB
(BERKLEY) PREMIUM PAPERBACK

SEPTEMBER PAPERBACKS
ALAN, ISABELLA – MURDER, PLAIN AND SIMPLE
7.99
PBO
(SIGNET) NEW SERIES
Angela Braddock leaves behind her career for an inherited quilt shop in Ohio, where she finds the body of an ornery Amish woodworker.
ALBERT, SUSAN WITTIG – THE DARLING DAHLIAS AND THE CONFEDERATE ROSE9.99
1PB
(BERKLEY)
ALLAN, BARBARA – ANTIQUES MAUL
7.99
R (KENSINGTON)
BRADY, JACKLYN – THE CAKES OF WRATH
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY)
New Orleans cake shop owner Rita Lucero finds a dead woman clutching her pill bottle she sets out to find her killer.
COBEN, HARLAN – DARKEST FEAR
9.99
1PB (DELL)
COEL, MARGARET – BUFFALO BILLS DEAD NOW
7.99
1PB
(BERKLEY)
CORNWELL, PATRICIA – THE BONE BED
9.99
1PB
(BERKLEY) PREMIUM PAPERBACK
CRAWFORD, ISIS – A CATERED HALLOWEEN
7.99
R (KENSINGTON)
DESMET, CHRISTINE – FIRST DEGREE FUDGE
7.99
PBO
(SIGNET) NEW SERIES
Lake Michigan candy store owner Ava Oosterling is the prime suspect when a wealthy film star chokes to death on a diamond in her fudge.
DOETSCH, RICHARD – THE THEIVES OF LEGEND
7.99
PBO (POCKET)
Reformed thief Michael St. Pierre and his crew steal two artifacts that hold the key to one of history’s great mystery.
FINDER, JOSEPH – PARANOIA
9.99 1PB
(ST. MARTIN)
FLETCHER, JESSICA – MURDER SHE WROTE:DOMESTIC MALICE 7.99
1PB
(SIGNET)
FREYDONT, SHELLEY – SILENT KNIFE 7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY)
Liv Montgomery’s 1st Christmas in Celebration Bay turns bad when a Christmas shop Santa is murdered & Liv searches for the killer.
GERRITSEN, TESS – LAST TO DIE
9.99
1PB (BALLANTINE)
HAMILTON, BARBARA – SUP WITH THE DEVIL 7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY)
1774: Abigail Adams investigates the murder of a Harvard student and a tale of pirate treasure.
HAMILTON, VICTORIA – BRAN NEW DEATH
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY) NEW SERIES
Merry Wynter has moved to a small town in New York & opened a bakery in her inherited mansion – but a local turns up dead in her yard.
JOHANSEN, IRIS – BLIND ALLEY
7.99
1PB (BANTAM)
LEVINE, LAURA – DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD WITCH
7.99
1PB (KENSINGTON)
Jaine Austin gets into a tiff with the neighborhood curmudgeon & becomes the main suspect when that neighbor dies.
LYONS, C.J. – HOLLOW BONES
7.99 PBO
(ST. MARTIN)
FBI agent Caitlyn Tierney hunts for a young woman who disappeared on a spring break cruise – her only lead is a rumor that the girl was lured into
the jungles of Guatemala.
MEIER, LESLIE – TRICK OR TREAT MURDER
7.99
R (KENSINGTON)
MURPHY, SHIRLEY ROUSSEAU – CAR BEARING GIFTS
7.99
1PB (AVON)
PERRY, LEIGH – A SKELETON IN THE FAMILY
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY) NEW SERIES
Georgia & her daughter move in with her parents & Georgia has to deal with a family skeleton named Sid who wants to know how he died.
PRICE, CATE – GOING THROUGH THE NOTIONS
7.99
PBO
(BERKLEY) NEW SERIES
Notions shop owner Daisy Buchanan is at an auction when her friend and mentor is accused of murder and Daisy searches for the truth.
ROSS, BARBARA – CLAMMED UP
7.99
PBO (KENSINGTON) NEW SERIES
Busman’s Harbor, Maine’s Julia Snowden is catering a wedding on a small island when the best man dies suspiciously.
STABENOW, DANA – BAD BLOOD
7.99 1PB
(ST. MARTIN)
SWANSON, DENISE – MURDER OF A STACKED LIBRARIAN
7.99
PBO
(SIGNET)
Christmastime in Scumble River finds Skye Denison is getting married and investigating the murder of the sexy new town librarian.
TRENT, GAYLE – BETTERED TO DEATH
7.99
PBO (POCKET)
The third installment in the Daphne Martin Cake mystery series.
WOODS STUART – COLLATERAL DAMAGE
9.99
1PB
(BERKLEY)

KEY: 1PB =FIRST TIME IN PAPER/R= REPRINT/PBO= PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
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Congratulations to Craig Johnson, whose book Dark Horse has been nominated for the 65th Grand
prix de Litterature policiere and to Denise Mina who was awarded Theakston’s Peculier Crime Novel
of the Year for her book Gods and Beasts.
Congratulations also to the Agatha Award Winners for 2013: Louise Penny – The Beautiful Mystery
for Best Novel; Susan M. Boyer – Lowcountry Boil for Best First; John Connolly and Declan Burke –
Books to Die For for Best Non-Fiction.
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